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1. Introduction. In this paper we study semisimple L*-algebras having simple

systems of roots. Such algebras—called regular L*-algebras in the sequel—are

shown to be precisely those semisimple L*-algebras which are orthogonal sums of

separable simple L*-algebras. Since the latter class of algebras is known (Schue [7]),

the structure of the regular L*-algebras is completely determined. We also extend

to regular L*-algebras some of the classical results from the theory of finite-

dimensional semisimple Lie algebras. In particular we obtain extensions of the

isomorphism theorem and the existence theorem for the Weyl basis (Theorems 3,4).

The notions of the real form and the compact form can be introduced for semi-

simple L*-algebras in quite a natural way. It turns out that the compact form that

we introduce is unique. Also in case the F*-algebra is regular, the compact

form has the same kind of relationship with the Weyl basis as in the (finite-

dimensional) Lie theory (see Remark 7).

A principal tool employed extensively in this paper consists in constructing

suitable finite-dimensional F*-subalgebras (cf. Propositions 2, 3) and applying to

them the theorems of the classical theory of Lie algebras. In particular it is by this

method that we obtain one of the main results (Proposition 8) leading to the

structure theorem stated at the outset.

2. Preliminaries. The requisite background material on L*-algebras will be

found in Schue [7], [8]. For the convenience of the reader the principal results of

Schue's theory which are required in this paper are collected here.

Let L denote a semisimple F*-algebra. If 77 is a Cartan subalgebra of L and

A = {a} the set of nonzero roots of L relative to H, then we have the Cartan

decomposition

(1) L = H © V;        V = 2 V„
aeA

where Va is the o: root subspace and © denotes the orthogonal (or the Hilbert

space direct) sum.

The root subspaces Va have the following properties: (i) each Va is one-dimen-

sional, (ii) F*= F_a, where F* denotes the image of Va under the conjugation (*)

of L, and (iii) [Va, VB]= Va+B if «+fts aroot #0, [V„ F_a]g/7 and [V„ VB]={0}

if a+ß is not a root.

Each root a = a(h) is a continuous linear functional on 77 so that there is a unique

vector hae H such that a(h) = (ji, ha} where <•> denotes the inner product. Also
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Aais selfadjoint (i.e., h* = ha) and ha = [va, v%] for any va e Va with ||t>a|| = l. Further,

the set {ha: a e A} is total in H; i.e., for any A g 77, <A, Att>=0 for all ha implies

A=0 [1, Lemma 6].

We write <«, j8> = <Aa, hß} and call a_Lß ( = <* orthogonal to )3) if <a, ß} = 0. Also

we shall say that a set {a} is linearly independent if the set {Aœ} is linearly independent.

If a and ß are any two (distinct) roots, the a-series containing ß is the set of roots

ß + ia where i is an integer, pSiSq, and we have

(2) 2<«, £>/<«, «> = -(p+q).

Some Notations. (See also under Remark 1.) C, R, Q denote as usual the com-

plex, the real and the rational fields respectively.

Let L be a semisimple 7*-algebra. For any subset S of F the set of all (finite)

C-linear combinations of elements of S will be denoted by Spc >S'=Sp, 5 and the

set of all g-linear combinations of elements by Spe S. The orthogonal complement

of S in 7 is denoted by S i.

If 77 is a Hubert space we write dim 77 to mean the orthogonal dimension, i.e.,

cardinality of an orthonormal basis for 77. For an arbitrary set S,\S\ will denote

the cardinality of S.

Lemma 1. Let a semisimple L*-algebra L have an orthogonal decomposition

7 = 2 © Lj where L¡ are semisimple. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of L. If a is a

nonzero root relative to H, the root subspace Va belongs precisely to one L}. Write

Ay = {o£ : Fa£7,}. FAen the closure of Sp {ha : a e A;} in H is a Cartan subalgebra

H, ofLj, and the restrictions to Hj of the a e A; are precisely the roots ofL¡.

The proof of this lemma is quite straightforward and is omitted.

Since every semisimple 7*-algebra L has an (unique) orthogonal decomposition

7 = 2 © Lj where7; are simple7*-subalgebras [7, p. 71], we obtain the corollaries:

Corollary 1. Every root a ofL is a root of one of its simple components L¡.

Corollary 2. Suppose ßx, ß2,..., ßn are linearly independent roots ofL. If there

is a root yofL such that

(3) y = 2c'ft'   c'*°>

rAe« all ßt and y are roots of the same simple component Lj.

Proof. By Corollary 1, y is a root of some Lj and the /3t are easily seen to be

roots of this Lj.

3. Semisimple 7*-subaIgebras. In this section we describe a method of con-

structing semisimple and simple 7*-subalgebras of a semisimple 7*-algebra.

Particular cases of this construction have already been used by Schue in his paper

[71-
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Definition 1. Let L be a semisimple L*-algebra, 77 a Cartan subalgebra of L,

and A the set of nonzero roots of F relative to 77. A subset A0 of A is called a root

system (relative to H) if it satisfies the conditions: a e A0 implies — a e A0; and

a, ß g A0, a+ß g A implies a+ß g A0.

Remark 1. For any subset S of A, if we write (Sp)" S=Sp S n A then (Sp)~ S

is clearly a root system. We may also observe that, as in the finite-dimensional Lie

algebra case (cf. [5, p. 117]), we have the result:

(4) (Spr S = Spe S n A.

Definition 2. A subset S of A is called indecomposable if S is not expressible

as a disjoint union of nonempty subsets Si, S2 with S!_1_S2.

Remark 2. If a, ß e A, then a finite sequence of roots ax, a2,..., an of A with

a = ax, ß = an and <otj, ai + 1>^0, is called a chain CaB from a to ft Obviously a

chain is an indecomposable set. Further, it is easy to see that a set S is indecom-

posable if and only if for any two roots a, ß in S there is a CaB in S (i.e., whose

elements belong to S). Finally, we have the result that L is simple if and only if A

is indecomposable (cf. [7, pp. 71, 74]).

Proposition 1. Each root system A0 in L determines a semisimple L*-subalgebra

L0=L0(A0), with a Cartan subalgebra H0 = H n L0, whose roots relative to H0 are

precisely the roots in A0. L0 is simple if A0 is indecomposable. If A0 is finite, L0 is

finite-dimensional; if A0 is infinite, dimF0= |A0|.

Proof. If we define

H0 = Sp{ha:ae A0},        F0 =  2 © V„

it is straightforward to verify that 7/0 © V0 is the required subalgebra L0. The

assertions concerning the dimension of L0 are immediate consequences of the

fact that, in an infinite-dimensional semisimple L*-algebra L,

(5) dim L = dim H = \A\        [2, Theorem 1].

Corollary. If A0 has a finite basis, L0 is finite-dimensional and consequently A0

is a finite set.

Proposition 2. Suppose S is a subset of A, A0 = (Sp)~ S and L0 the L*-subalgebra

of L determined by A0 in accordance with Proposition 1: F0=F0(A0)=L0(S). Then

L0 is finite-dimensional if S is finite, and dim L0 = \S\ if S is infinite. Finally, L0 is

simple if S is indecomposable.

Proof. In view of the Corollary to Proposition 1 it suffices to consider the case

where S is infinite. Since A0 = (Sp)"" S=A n Spg S (by (4)), each root in A0 is a

rational linear combination of roots from S. Hence, since S is infinite, by (5),

dimF0«=|A0| = |S|. The final assertion concerning the simplicity of L0 is an
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immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and the (easily proved) fact that A0 is

indecomposable whenever S is indecomposable.

Proposition 3. Let L be a simple L*-algebra and A the set of its nonzero roots

relative to some Cartan subalgebra H. For any subset S of A there exists a simple

L*-subalgebra L0 ofL, with Cartan subalgebra H0, such that

(i) S.£ A0, where A0 is the set of roots ofL0 (relative to 770),

(ii) 70 is finite-dimensional if S is finite,

(iii) 70 is infinite-dimensional and dim 70 = | S | if S is infinite.

Proof. Since A is indecomposable, for any two roots a, ß there is a chain Cae

of roots. For each pair of roots a, ß in S select a chain Caß and denote by S' the

union of all sets Caß as a, ß vary in S. It is easily seen that any two roots y, 8 in

5" can be joined by a chain Cy6 in S'. Hence S' is indecomposable and therefore

by Proposition 2, L0 with A0 = (Sp)~ S' is simple.

Next we observe that S' is finite whenever S is finite. Also when S is infinite

\S'\ = \\JCJ S Ko|S| = \S\

so that \S'\ = \S\. The assertions (ii) and (iii) concerning the dimension of 70 now

follow from Proposition 2.

4. Fundamental sets of roots.

Definition 3. A subset F={p¡} of A is called a fundamental set of roots or

briefly a f.s.r. of 7 (relative to 77) if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The pi are linearly independent.

(ii) Every root a in (Sp)-^ F= (Sp)g F is a linear combination 2 CiPi of pt with

coefficients c¡ all nonnegative or all nonpositive.

A f.s.r. F which is a basis for A is called a f.b.r. (fundamental basis of roots).

Definition 4. A semisimple 7*-algebra which has a f.b.r. is called a regular

7*-algebra.

Remark 3. Suppose a is a root of a semisimple 7*-algebra 7. If A0 = (Sp)^ {a},

the F*-subalgebra 70 = L0(A0) is finite-dimensional (by Proposition 2). By a well-

known result in Lie algebras [5, p. 117] it follows that A0 = {a, -a}. Thus a set

consisting of a single root is a f.s.r.

Proposition 4. 7er F={p¡} be a f.s.r. If ye (Sp)~ F, rAe«

(6)                                                           Y = 2kiPi

where kx are all integers of the same sign and \k¿S6.

Proof. We may assume y=cxpx + c2p2-i-hcnpn, ct^0. Write

S = {pX, p2, ■ ■ ■, Pn}-

If 70=70(5) is the 7*-subalgebra determined by 5 (Proposition 2), 70 is finite-

dimensional, and also simple in view of Corollary 2 to Lemma 1. The hypothesis
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on F implies that every root in A0 is a linear combination of pt with all coefficients

(rationals) of the same sign. But then the p¡ are the simple roots of L0 and ci=kl

are integers [5, pp. 120-121].

Finally, an examination of the coefficients k¡ occurring in the representation of

the highest root a=2 ¿¡ft for the simple Lie algebras of the different types (cf. [3,

pp. 163-164]) show that 0f¡k¡¿6. Hence for all roots of L0, and in particular for

y, we have |fc(| ̂ 6. This completes the proof.

The lemma which follows will be needed later (§7).

Lemma 2. Let L be a semisimple L*-algebra. Every finite f.s.r. F (unless it is a

basis for A) can be extended to a f.s.r. F by the addition of a suitable root.

Proof. Let F={px, p2,..., pn-x}. Let ß be any root of F such that

S = {pi,..., pn_i, ft

is linearly independent. Consider the finite-dimensional L*-subalgebra L0 =L0(S)

determined by S. Introduce the lexicographic ordering in A (cf. §5) induced by the

ordering px,.. -,pn-i, ß of the basis S. Denote by S' the subset of elements of

A0 which are not linear combinations of the pt and set

Pn = infy.yeS'.

Since ßeS',ß^Pn.

We assert that the />, (/= 1, 2,..., n) are simple relative to the ordering intro-

duced. To prove this suppose pt = 8 + 8'; 8, 8'>0. First consider the case pi^pn.

Then 8, 8' $ S' (for the contrary would imply 8, S'äpn> pt). Hence by the hypoth-

esis on F, Sand S'are nonnegative integral linear combinations of pj (i'=l,.... ,n— 1).

Therefore the relation pt = 8 + 8' cannot hold unless one of 8, 8' is zero. This

contradiction proves that p¡ is simple in this case. Next consider the case Pi = pn

= 8 + 8'. Since pn e S', at least one of S, 8' e S' (otherwise pn would be in (Sp)~ F).

If S g S', then Säpn and 8' = 0 which is a contradiction. Hence pn also is simple.

Thus F={px, p2,..., pn} is a simple system of roots for L0 from which it follows

(cf. Remark 4) that Fis a f.s.r.

(The above construction for the simple root pn was suggested by a result in

I. Satake [6, p. 289].)

5. Lexicographic ordering of roots.

Definition 5. Let Sç A be a basis for A (over C). Then S is also a basis for A

over R (even over Q) so that A is a subset of the real vector space HQ of all Ä-linear

combinations of elements of S. H0 can be made into an ordered vector space in

the following standard way. Let the basis S be well ordered as S={ft} in an arbi-

trary fashion. Any vector x in H0 is a real linear combination 2 Kßi, with /?¡ in S,

and we define x>0 if the last nonzero coefficient A¡ is positive; also we define x>y

if x—y>0. We shall call this ordering of 770, and also that induced on its subset A,

the lexicographic ordering determined by the well ordered basis S.
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Denote by A+ the subset of A consisting of the positive roots (relative to this

ordering). Obviously 5*s A + . Though S is well ordered the same need not be true

of the whole of A+ in general. However, we have

Theorem 1. 7/7 is a regular L*-algebra, there exists a lexicographic ordering for

A under which A+ is well ordered.

Proof. Let S=F be a f.b.r. for A and consider a lexicographic ordering deter-

mined by F Then every root a in A+ (relative to this ordering) is a nonnegative

integral linear combination a = 2 k¡pi of roots pt in F. It follows, from the fact that

kx are nonnegative integers, that A+ is well ordered.

Remark 4. Suppose A is ordered as above in Theorem 1. Then it is easy to see

(cf. [5, p. 121]) that the roots in Fare precisely the positive roots p which cannot

be written as a sum p = a+ß of positive roots a, ß. In view of this property we shall

henceforth call p a simple root and F= II a simple system of roots of (the regular

7*-algebra) L.

Suppose next there is an arbitrary lexicographic ordering for A making A+ well

ordered. Then an argument similar to the finite-dimensional case [5, p. 120] will

show that the simple roots under this ordering form a f.b.r. of 7.

6. Simple systems of roots. Simple root systems in 7*-algebras share with

simple root systems of Lie algebras many of their useful properties. Some of these

properties are stated below. They are obtained by constructing, using Proposition

2, suitable finite-dimensional 7*-subalgebras and applying to them the known

results of the Lie theory [5, pp. 112-123].

In what follows n = {p¡} will denote a simple system of roots of a regular L*-

algebra 7. As in the finite-dimensional case we call A = (AtJ), where

A» = 2</)¡, Pj}/(pi, pty

the Cartan matrix associated with II; A{J = 0, —1,  —2, or  —3,  for ijtj (cf.

[5, p. 121]).

Proposition 5. (i) If px, p2e\l,pxi= p2, then px — p2 is not a root; and (px, p2} S 0.

(ii) For any positive root a $ U, there exists a simple root p such that a — p is a

positive root; also a has a representation a = pil + pi2+ ■ ■ ■ + pik where the pif are not

necessarily distinct and are such that every partial sum ph + ■ ■ ■ + p(m (m Sk) is a

root.

(iii) For any finite set of simple roots px, p2,..., pn the sequences (kx, k2,..., kn)

such that 2 kiPi is a root can be determined from A by an algorithm, so that U and

A determine A.

Remark 5. Let Tl = {pi} be a simple system of roots of a regular 7*-algebra F.

Choose ePi e Vp¡ with \\ePi || = 1. Then e_Pt = e* and hDt = [ePi, e_Pi]. Now write

et = ePi,   / = 2ef/0(, Pt),   ht = 2A„1/<p), ft>.
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Then

[hi,el] = 2ei,    [hi,fi]= -2fi,   [ei,fi] = hi.

In other words the elements e¡, /, n( have the canonical multiplication table for a

three-dimensional split simple Lie algebra as given in [5, p. 121]. Also these elements

clearly span a 3-dimensional F*-subalgebra of L. Now select for each positive root

a a representative a=ph + pi2+ ■ ■ ■ +pik as explained in (ii) of Proposition 5. Set

ea = Keikrl ■ ■ -eh],       e.a = [fij^-x  ••fi1]

where we have used the abbreviation [xkxk.x- ■ xx] for [xjxfc-it- • -[x2, xx]- ■ ■]]].

The elements

ht;ea, e-a   (PieIl,aeA+)

form a linearly independent set T which is total in L. We may call T a total basis

for L. Because of the linearity and continuity of the Lie bracket, the multiplication

table for elements of F determines that for all of L. It can further be shown by the

same method as in [5, p. 125, Theorem 2] that the multiplication table for T has

rational coefficients which are determined by the Cartan matrix A.

Proposition 7. A regular L*-algebra L is simple if and only if II is indecom-

posable.

Proof. The proof of this proposition proceeds on the same lines as in [5, p. 128]

for the corresponding finite-dimensional theorem. If II = IIj u n2 with f^, Fl2^0

and n1J_n2, then write //1=closure of Sp {hDj : p¡el~lx}, VX = ^J ® Va where

summation is taken over all roots a in (Sp)~ Flx, and LX = HX@ Vx. Lx is clearly a

closed subalgebra of F such that 0<^Lx<^L. Now consider the normalizer N(LX)

of Lx ; N(LX) is a closed subalgebra of L. An argument similar to the one used in

the finite-dimensional proof cited above shows that N(LX)=L. Hence Lx is a closed

ideal of L and therefore L is not simple. Conversely, if F is not simple an entirely

analogous argument as in the finite-dimensional proof shows that II is decom-

posable.

7. Structure of regular L*-algebras. We observe that by virtue of Remark 4

a regular F*-algebra can be redefined as a semisimple F*-algebra with a simple

system n of roots. The following lemma is an easy consequence of the definition

of a simple system (Definition 3) and Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. An orthogonal sum F = 2 © L¡ of semisimple L*-algebras Li is a regular

L*-algebra if and only if each component L, is a regular L*-algebra.

Proposition 8. 7/a simple L*-algebra is a regular L*-algebra, it is separable.

Proof. Let L be a simple L*-algebra which is regular, so that F has a simple

system II of roots. For each p0 in ft denote by M(p0) the set of all p in II such that

p¥=Po, (p, Po>^0. Call |M(p0)| the multiplicity m(p0) of p0.
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We shall first prove: m(p) S 3 for all p in II. Suppose indeed for a p = p0, m(p0) > 3.

Then we can pick out four roots p¡ (i =1,2, 3, 4) such that <p0, p¡>/0. Write

A0 = (Sp)~ {p0, px,..., pi} and let 70=70(A0) denote the corresponding 7*-sub-

algebra (cf. Proposition 2). 70 will be simple and the Dynkin diagram for 70 will

have at the vertex p0, four lines issuing from it. But this is impossible [5, p. 130].

Hence the result.

Next we assert that there is at most one p with m(p) = 3. To prove this, suppose

we have m(px) = m(p2) = 3, px^p2. Write S=M(px)u M(p2). By Proposition 3

there exists a finite dimensional simple 7*-algebra 70 with Sç A0. By successive

applications of Lemma 2, S can be extended to a simple system n0 of 70. Then the

Dynkin diagram for n0 will have at each of the vertices px, p2 three lines issuing

from the vertex. But an examination of the diagrams for the different types of

simple Lie algebras will show that this is not possible. This proves our assertion.

Further an exactly similar argument as above will also show that if m(p0) = 3,

M(po)={px, p2, p3} then one of the p¡ has m(p¡) = l.

Again it is an easy consequence of the indecomposability of II that m(p) ̂  2 for

all roots p except possibly two of them, say, px, p2 for which m(px) = m(p2) = 1. We

conclude therefore that for the simple system n, «j(p) = 2 for all p in n except

possibly three of them p, p", pm for which we have: m(p') = m(p")= 1 and m(pm) = 3.

We now proceed to prove that n is countable. We may assume that n is infinite.

We have to consider various possibilities. Our method consists in picking out in

each of the different cases that arise a certain countable (infinite) subset S of n

and showing, with the help of the properties established for m(p) and the indecom-

posability of n, that U = S. By making use of the fact, that the Dynkin diagram

(without weights) for any finite chain of II corresponds to that of one of the finite-

dimensional simple Lie algebras, it is not difficult to see that the cases considered

below (for II) are the only ones that can occur. In each case the corresponding

subset S that can be selected is indicated by a diagram.

Case 1. m(p) = 2 for all p in n.

S: • • • o • • ' o-o-o • • • o • • •
P-n P-l     Po        Pl Pn

Case 2. m(px) = l, m(p) = 2 for all p^Pi.

S: o-o • • • o • • •
Pl        P2 Pn

Case 3. m(p0)=m(px) = l; m(p2) = 3; m(p) = 2 for all p^po, Pi, p2-

c p2S: o-o-o • • • o • • •
Pl P3 Pn

O

PO

To prove that 5= n (in all the cases) it suffices to consider Case 1 since the proof

for the other two cases is similar. If SY n, we could select a p outside S. By the
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indecomposability of II, there is a chain CPaP. in II. Let p" be the first root of the

chain lying outside S. Then the preceding root p lies in S and <p, p">^0. This

clearly implies m(p)>2, which is a contradiction. Hence S =11. The countability

of u follows immediately, whence 7 is separable (by (5) of §3).

Theorem 2 (Structure Theorem). FAe regular L*-algebras are precisely the

L*'-algebras which are orthogonal sums of separable simple L*-algebras.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of regularity and the

results obtained by Schue in [7, p. 76] that every separable simple (or even semi-

simple) F*-algebra is regular. Hence by Lemma 3 an orthogonal sum of separable

simple 7*-algebras is also regular. Next suppose that F is a semisimple 7*-algebra

which is regular. If F = 2 © L¡ is the decomposition of F into its simple components

Lj, then Lj are regular by Lemma 3. Hence by Proposition 8 Lj are separable and

this completes the proof.

8. The isomorphism theorem.

Definition 6. Let u be a simple system of roots (relative to 77) of a regular

7*-algebra F with a Cartan subalgebra 77. Following Schue [7, p. 76] we call the

set (hPl, Ap2> as px, p2 vary in II the graph G of II. If 7' is also a regular 7*-algebra

with IT as a simple system of roots (relative to an 77') and G' the corresponding

graph, then G is said to be isomorphic with G' if there is a map p -> p of II onto

IF such that <ACl, Afl2> = <A/ai, A„2> for all px, p2 in II.

It is an immediate consequence of assertion (iii) in Proposition 5 that the graph

G associated with a simple system determines the set A of all nonzero roots (since

G obviously determines the Cartan matrix A).

Definition 7. A map i/> of an F*-algebra 7 onto an 7*-algebra L' is called an

7*-isomorphism if <\¡ is an isomorphism between F and 7' as Lie algebras and also

an isomorphism between 7 and II as Hubert spaces.

Lemma 4.1f</i is an L*-isomorphism ofL onto L', then (<px)* = i/ix* for all x in L.

Proof. For x, y, z e 7 we have

<[<£*, M <M> = <[x,y], z> = (y, [x*, z]>

= <>py, [>l>x*, >/>z]y

= <[(<£**)*, M >!>?>■

Hence ipx = (i/ix*)*, or <jix* = (i/ix)*.

Theorem 3 (Isomorphism Theorem). LetL,L' be regular L*-algebras with Cartan

subalgebras 77, 77' and corresponding graphs G, G'. If there is a map p -> p

making G and G' isomorphic, then the map i/j: hp-> hp, can be extended to an

L*-isomorphism ofL onto L'.

This isomorphism theorem has been obtained by Schue [7, p. 76] under the

additional restrictions that 7 and 7' are separable and simple. However, his proof
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goes over without change to the present general case since we have with us now

the necessary extensions (like Theorem 1 and Proposition 5) of the auxiliary results

on which it depends.

Corollary. Let Lbea regular L*'-algebra with a Cartan subalgebra 77. Then there

is an L*-isomorphism </> of period 2 (i.e., 4'2=i) such that ^(h)= —h for all h in H.

9. Weyl basis.

Definition 8. Let L be a regular L*-algebra with a simple system of roots, n,

and A+ the positive roots under the lexicographic ordering induced by n. For each

a g A+ choose va e Va with \\va\\ = 1. Then

(7) v_a = v*e V.a,    \\v.tt\\ = 1,   and   [va, v_a] = ha.

For a, ß e A and a + /J#0, we define Na¡B to be zero if a + ß is not a root and by

the equation [va, vB] = NtttBva+B if a+j8 is a root.

Lemma 5. Suppose a, ß e A and ß + ia (p ^ i á q) is the a-series containing ft Then

(8) AKi/îA_a,_, = -{q(l -p)/2}<«, a>.

For proof see [7, p. 74].

Theorem 4. Let Va (a e A) be the root subspaces ofL. Then for each a g A+ we

can choose ea e Va satisfying the following conditions:

0) k.l-1,
(ii) e* = e-a,

(iii) [ett, e_a]=ha,

(iv) Aa>j3= — A_ a<-B; the Na¡B are real, being determined by the equation

N2.B={q(l-p)/2Ka,ay.

Proof. The proof of this theorem will make use of the automorphism </i in the

Corollary to Theorem 3 and runs on lines similar to that for the corresponding

result in finite-dimensional Lie algebras (cf. [4, p. 152]).

Choose the va as in Definition 8. Since ^vae V_a, we can write </rua = c_ai;_a.

Now

c-ava = (c-av_a)* = (<jwtt)* = i/iv* = </a>_a = cava,

so that c_a = ca. Also | ca \ = \ c _ „ | = 1 since || va || = 1 and >/> is an isometry.

Choose constants da, d-a such that dad_a=l and da/d_a= —ca; then |i/a| = l

and d_a = da. If we write ea = dava, e-a = d-aV-a then ||ea|| = l, ej = e_a and

[ea, e-a]=ha (cf. (7)). Again

>iie.tt = t/i(d-av-a) = d-acava = -ea.

Hence

Na,Bea+B = [ea,eB] = i/>[e.a,e_B]

= ^(N_a,_Be^a-e) = -N-a,-Bea+B,
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or Ntt¡B = — A_a>_ß. Finally the expression for N2,ß in (iv) follows from (8) (Lemma

5).

Remark 6. Let II be a simple system of roots for 7 (relative to H). Consider the

total basis Tw for F—in the sense of Remark 5—comprising hp (p e Tl) and the

ea, e_a=e* (ocgA+) chosen as above. The structure constants associated with

this basis are all real. (Note that [hp, ea] = (hp, Aa>ea, and (hp, Aa> is real since

h^=hp, AJ=ha). We may call Tw a Weyl basis for 7 (relative to 77).

10. Compact forms.

Definition 9. If in the definition of an F*-algebra [7, p. 70] the underlying

complex Hubert space is replaced by a real Hubert space, the resulting system we

get is called a real 7*-algebra.

Definition 10. Let F be a semisimple 7*-algebra. By considering 7 as a complex

Lie algebra we have the associated real Lie algebra FB as in [4, p. 153]. Suppose

now F0 is a subalgebra of LR with the following properties :

(i) F0 is closed for the *-operation of F,

(ii) The inner product < • > of F is real over 70,

(iii) F0 is a closed subset of F,

(iv) F as a vector space is a complexification of F0: L=L0 + \/-lL0.

Then 70 is called a real form of the 7*-algebra F.

Remark 7. Since a complete orthonormal set for 70 is easily seen to be a com-

plete orthonormal set for 7 also, we have

(9) dimFo = dimF.

Further 7 is semisimple in the sense that its center is zero.

By (iv) every element z in 7 can be uniquely written as

(10) z = x+V-iy(x,yeL0).

The map o:x+\/-ly-+x-^-ly of L onto itself is called the conjugation

of 7 with respect to 70. a has the properties

a(az) = z, a(z + z') = oz + az',

cr(az) = áz, a[z, z'] = [aZ, ctz'],

<CTZ, áz'} = <z', Z>,

for z, z' e L and a e C. Conversely, if a is any map of F onto itself with the above

properties, the set 70 of fixed points of a is a real form of 7 having a as the associated

conjugation. (Cf. [4, p. 154].)

Definition ll.A real form F0 is called a compact form if

(11) <*,**> ;S0

for every x in F0.

Theorem 5. F Aa5 a unique compact form Lk consisting of all skew-adjoint elements

ofL, with the associated conjugation a in L being given by ax=—x* for all x inL.
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Proof. Define Lk={xeL : x*= — x}. It is easy to verify that Lk is a real form.

Further, for xeLk

<jc, x*> = — <x, x) ^ 0

so that Lk is compact. Again, for z e L write

x = \(z-z*),       y = (z + z*)/2V~i;

then x,yeLk and z=*+\/ — l y- Hence

oz = x-\/-l y = -x* + \/-l y* = — (x+\/— 1 j>)* = —z*.

It remains to prove the uniqueness of the compact form Lk. Suppose now F0 is

any compact form of F. If xeL0, then x* and hence also z=x+x* eL0. Since

z*=z, by (11),

<z,z> = <z,z*>^0,

whence z=0, or x*=— x. Further, for any zgF by (10) z=x+\/—ly with

x, y g F0. Hence

This proves L0 = Lk.

Remark 7. Let F be a regular L*-algebra with a Cartan subalgebra H. Let

Fw = {n„; ea, e* : p e II, a e A+}

he a Weyl basis relative to H (Remark 6). Write

B0 = {V-1 h0, ea — e*, yj- l(ea + e*) : p e U, a e A + }, Lx = closure of Sp« B0.

Then Fi is a real F*-algebra having B0 for a total basis (as defined in Remark 5)

and the multiplication table for B0 is completely determined by the graph G

associated with the simple system IL Further it is not difficult to see that Lx

coincides with the compact real form Lk of F. Thus, as in the finite-dimensional

case the Weyl basis can be used to determine the compact form.
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